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Preparing the Spaces Where
Food Experiences Begin
For safe, efficient cooking and
memorable meals, rely on
expert facilities engineering
and design for:
➤ PRODUCTION KITCHENS
➤ TEACHING KITCHENS
➤ SUPPORT SPACES
➤ UTILITIES
➤ NEW CONSTRUCTION
➤ RENOVATION

Expertise counts
when designing for
the infrastructure and
workflow needs of
commercial kitchens.
Erdman Anthony has
experience designing
kitchen installations and
support spaces that need
to be flexible, expandable,
energy-efficient, and easy
to maintain.

Rely on our decades of engineering and consulting
services experience, including over 100 completed
commercial kitchen designs for new construction
and renovations.
For environments requiring:
➤ HVAC and controls
➤ Refrigeration and controls
➤ Plumbing
➤ Electrical
➤ Fire protection systems
➤ Energy modeling
➤ Construction support services, including on-site
observations and commissioning
➤ Applications to state agencies or utility companies for
capital incentives

Grocery Stores and Supermarkets
How are your food-market commercial kitchens keeping
up with customers’ evolving needs?
Erdman Anthony has helped supermarket chains across the
Northeast meet increasing customer demand for hot and cold
prepared foods. Our supermarket clients include Price Chopper,
Stop & Shop, and Big Y. We coordinate with architectural, structural,
and interior components to confirm that
visual and functional requirements are
maintained. How we do it:
•		 BIM and clash detection
software minimize 		
conflicts between 		
disciplines
•		 4D technology to 		
coordinate construction
phasing
•		 Energy-efficient and
sustainable practices
•		 Commissioning (new and
existing buildings)

Higher-Education Kitchen Facilities
What unique requirements need to be met for your
college or university kitchens?
Erdman Anthony’s higher-education clients for the design
of commercial kitchens include the State University of
New York (SUNY), the Pennsylvania State System of Higher
Education (PASSHE), and private colleges and universities.
We have experience with the applicable state regulations
and vendor processes, as well as with the daily demands of
campus kitchens and teaching and demonstration kitchens.

Hospitality Applications
What more can you do as a tourism destination to
confirm your staff and guests are safe and satisfied?
In bustling hospitality kitchens, workflow, space, and
equipment are foundational. Erdman Anthony has designed
receiving, storage, production, and service areas for the
food service operations of Delaware North Companies
(DNC), a company that operates hotels, sporting arenas,
airports, gaming sites, and entertainment venues.

How does our expertise designing
commercial kitchens help build
communities?
TAKE A CLOSER LOOK:
Millersville University, part of the Pennsylvania
State System of Higher Education, acted on
feedback from students to provide a graband-go dining facility as part of the renovation
of the building that houses the main dining
hall. Our mechanical, electrical, plumbing,
and telecom design upgrades serve six
retail food stations, a lounge, and offices to
support the food service staff. This space,
The Anchor, remains the food service venue
of choice on campus.
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Erdman Anthony
understands how each
function of a commercial
kitchen interacts and
supports the others. Our
capabilities improve
efficiency and
Scullery
workflow.
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To read more about this project, visit
www.erdmananthony.com/MillersvilleUKitchens.

Get proven design experience for commercial
kitchens from Erdman Anthony.

SustainabiliTEAM™, Erdman Anthony’s approach
to sustainable design and building operation,
combines the efforts of our engineers, energy
analysts, and commissioning professionals.
Our facilities engineering and design group
specializes in:
➤
➤
➤
➤

Building Systems Engineering
Infrastructure Engineering
Energy Consulting
Commissioning

Erdman Anthony
has been named a
“Top 500 Design Firm”
by Engineering News-Record
for over 30 consecutive years.
Our quality
management system
is certified to the
ISO 9001:2015 standard.
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Find out more at
www.erdmananthony.com/CommercialKitchens.
Or contact our experienced commercial kitchens team leader:
Tim Robinson, PE
Retail Department Manager
(585) 427-8888, ext. 1050
RobinsonT@erdmananthony.com
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